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Abstract: High availability (HA) is today an important issue in the domain of cluster computing,
clusters being more and more larger, introducing a lot of failures. Today, the literature provides a lot
of different HA strategies to tolerate application failures (applications being sequential or parallel).
Unfortunately, it is still difficult to implement these HA policies inside a real system, and therefore
the study of these policies is most of the time just theoretic, without real implementation.
Therefore, a framework to ease the implementation of such policies is interesting. Moreover, a
single system image (SSI), thanks to mechanisms for the global management of cluster resources, is
a good candidate to provide such a framework.
This paper presents the preliminary study of this framework on top of the Kerrighed SSI.
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Un environnement pour la haute disponibilité fondé sur un
système á image unique
Résumé : La haute disponibilité est aujourd’hui un problème important pour les grappes de
calculateurs, ceux-ci ayant une taille de plus en plus grande, introduisant de nombreuses fautes.
Pour cela, la littérature offre de nombreuses stratégies permettant de tolérer les fautes d’applications
(que les applications soient séquentielles ou parallèles). Malheureusement, la mise en œuvre de ces
politiques de haute disponibilité est toujours difficile et leur étude est donc très souvent limité à une
étude théorique, sans réelle mise en œuvre.
Un environnement dédié simplifiant la mise en œuvre de telles politiques est donc intéresant. De
plus, un Système à Image Unique (Single System Image - SSI), grâce à ses mécanismes de gestion
globale des ressources de la grappe, est un bon candidat pour offrir un tel environnement.
Ce document présente l’étude préliminaire d’un tel environnement fondé sur le SSI Kerrighed.
Mots clés : tolérance aux fautes, système d’exploitation, système à image unique
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1 Introduction
Clusters are today widely used as computing resource thanks to effective systems. To guarantee good
performances, cluster’s systems also need to provide high availability (HA) features in particular for
long running and critical applications. Some systems already provide HA policies or HA mecha-
nisms [3, 8], some of them guaranteeing high availability for applications and others for systems
services.
For example, HA-OSCAR [4] is a software suite which allows to deploy and manage a clus-
ter with high availability mechanisms for the head node. With such a solution, the head node is
duplicated and if a failure occurs on one of these head nodes, another one can replace it without
interruption of cluster services.
On another hand, some mechanisms provide high availability for applications. For example,
BLCR [2], EPCKPT [12] provide checkpoint/restart of applications. With such mechanisms, if a
failure occurs on a compute node the system is able to restart applications without to have to restart
from scratch.
Based on these systems, it is possible to have HA clusters. Nevertheless, current systems often
provide basic HA policies (like synchronized application checkpoint, active-passive headnode dupli-
cation). At the same time the literature provides a large set of HA policies but without the possibility
test them on real systems and therefore without the possibility to evaluate their benefit.
This paper presents a framework to implement HA policies for applications. This framework is
based on the Single System Image (SSI) Kerrighed, SSI providing a large set of distributed services
needed to implement HA policies such as process checkpoint/restart, global file system and so on.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the Kerrighed
SSI. Section 3 presents the framework for the implementation of HA policies. Section 4 presents
some implementation details and finally Section 5 concludes.
2 Overview of the Kerrighed Single System Image
Single System Image (SSI) aims at providing a global management of distributed resources in clus-
ter. With such a global resource management, a cluster can be view as an SMP machine. Therefore,
a SSI globally and transparently manages cluster resources. SSI aims at providing a support for
both parallel and sequential programming paradigms, (e.g. MPI, OpenMP). For that, SSI systems
provide basic mechanisms like process migration, process checkpoint/restart, software distributed
shared memory (DSM), and global data streams management (mechanisms for migration and check-
point/restart of sockets, pipes and signals). Finally, users can execute applications, taking advantage
of distributed resources, without application modifications. SSI also aims at managing node failures
1ORNL, Computer Science and Mathematics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831, USA,
{valleegr, scottsl}@ornl.gov. The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the U.S. Government under
Contract No. DE-AC05-00OR22725. Accordingly, the U.S. Government retains a non-exclusive, royalty-free license to
publish or reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes
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with high availability mechanisms. The goal is to be able to tolerate node failures, guaranteeing
application and system execution.
Today, several project aims at providing a SSI for Linux clusters. The three major projects for
Linux SSI are openMosix [15], OpenSSI [11] and Kerrighed [10, 9, 18]. Each of these projects take
a different approach for creating a SSI. Because of these different approaches, performance for each
system differs depending on the application [7].
OpenSSI is the integration of existing projects to provide a complete solution for global resource
management. OpenSSI allows a user to globally manage processes, disks and data streams. However
the global memory management is not supported.
OpenMosix is a SSI focused on high performance through a global scheduling mechanism to
guarantee efficiency for application execution. OpenMosix does not provide a global memory man-
agement, nor an efficient migration of data streams (like sockets), because of a dependency with the
original node when a migration occurs. High availability issues are out the scope of the openMosix
project.
Kerrighed is a SSI, developed from scratch that extends the Linux kernel, which globally manage
all resources: disks, memories, data streams, and processors. An advantage of Kerrighed is to be able
to setup the system according to an application’s needs. For the global management of processes,
Kerrighed provides mechanisms for process migration, process checkpoint/restart, process duplica-
tion and process remote creation. All these mechanisms are based on a common mechanisms for
process virtualization [16]. This common mechanism, called ghost process, ease the maintenance of
mechanisms for global process management and also ease the implementation of new mechanisms.
Moreover, ghost processes can be used with other mechanisms, such as global memory management,
allowing the extension of thread management of the traditional Linux kernel.
Therefore, SSI and in particular Kerrighed is an interesting platform for the implementation of
high level services (like load balancing and HA) thanks to mechanisms for global resource manage-
ment.
3 Framework for the Implementation of High Availibility Poli-
cies
SSI provides a large set of mechanisms for global resource management. These mechanisms may be
used to implement policies which are needed to offer high level services (like thread support across
compute nodes or HA policies for parallel applications).
Unfortunately, each kind of applications (e.g. sequential applications, parallel applications us-
ing a shared memory, parallel applications by message passing) has different needs. For example
for a parallel application, a checkpoint/restart policies has to deal with dependencies between pro-
cesses/threads [3, 8] (in the rest of the document, we speak about processes of parallel applications
even for threads of a parallel application using a shared memory at the cluster scale). If this policy
cannot manage dependencies, the application checkpoint cannot be coherent. Moreover, the litera-
ture provides a large set of different policies, some of them being specialized for a specific kind of
applications.
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The checkpoint/restart of sequential applications is quite simple: the process of the application
has to be checkpoint and this image allows to restart the process on a similar machine (a machine for
which checkpointed data are pertinent). Therefore, for the checkpoint/restart of sequential applica-
tions, information about memory, IO have to be checkpointed. These informations being available
in the kernel, the implementation of such a mechanism is not complex and is available in several
systems.
The checkpoint/restart of parallel applications (by message passing or shared memory) is much
more complex because of the lack of global information in the checkpoint of a single process. In the
checkpoint of a single process, no information about communications between processes of a par-
allel application are saved. Therefore, it can be impossible to restart the application. To avoid that,
we need to checkpoint dependencies between processes in order to have a global coherent check-
point of the application. Based on that, two major approaches are possible: (i) synchronization of
processes before the checkpoint or (ii) recovery to a global coherent state during the restart thanks
to additional checkpointed information. The synchronization of processes before the checkpoint is
simple to implement. We just need to create a barrier between processes and when all processes are
in the barrier, the global state of the application is coherent, it is possible to checkpoint the appli-
cation. The advantage of this approach is to allow a quick restart (all processes are synchronized,
they can be restarted being sure of the application coherency) but the checkpoint is slow because
of the global synchronization. The synchronization of processes during the restart step avoids this
synchronization cost. Processes can be checkpointed without any synchronization, only information
about communications are also checkpointed (for example a log of communications). During the
restart, the system tries to create a global coherent state of the application thanks to process check-
points and communication logs, finding a recovery line [1, 5]. With this approach, the checkpoint
is simple and fast but in some cases, the restart can be very expensive because of the time to create
a recovery line (in some cases, it is impossible to create a recovery line, the application has to be
restarted from scratch; this effect is called the domino effect [13, 14]).
Therefore, to implement and to use these policies, a framework for the implementation of HA
policies on top of cluster system is interesting. This HA framework is also very similar to a frame-
work to implement scheduling policies: the framework needs to provide (i) a mechanism which
allows to change the policy dynamically without interruption of system services or applications, (ii)
a development kit to ease the development of HA policies.
3.1 Development Kit for HA Policies
To implement an HA policy, the developer needs first to implement the algorithm of the policy.
Studying traditional algorithms available in the literature, a set of primitive has been identified to
implement HA policies.
We saw that to implement an HA policy, we need two kind of primitives: (i) primitives to check-
point/restart a process and (ii) primitive to manage communications between processes of a parallel
application.
Analyzing HA policies, four kind of primitives has been identified to checkpoint/restart pro-
cesses. First of all, a primitive to checkpoint a process. This primitive allows to extract a process
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and to save this extracted image (on disk for example). Then, restart primitives allow to restart a
process from a checkpoint. For that, two approaches are possible: (i) restart a process creating a
new process in the system, or (ii) restart a process rolling back an existing process. Finally, for
parallel applications, synchronization primitives allow to synchronize a set of processes of a parallel
application or the complete application.
For the management of dependencies between processes of a parallel application (communica-
tions by message passing or memory pages sharing), traditional checkpoint/restart mechanisms have
to be extended. For parallel application using a shared memory, the checkpoint/restart mechanism
has to checkpoint the shared memory (memory pages and system information of the DSM system).
For example, in Kerrighed the shared memory is based on containers [6], the checkpoint/restart
mechanism has to manage containers information to guarantee a global coherency of the parallel
application. It is the same issue for parallel application based on the message passing paradigm. The
checkpoint/restart mechanism has to manage sockets in order to guarantee that sockets are still in a
coherent status after a restart even if the process is restarted on another node.
The extension of the checkpoint/restart mechanism is not sufficient because of the possible
domino effect. The log of events related to dependencies between processes of a parallel appli-
cation is also needed. Therefore, a primitive has to be available to log each events related to the
DSM (i.e. page fault, copy of a memory pages from a node to another or page invalidation) or
network communications (i.e. sent or received messages).
This set of primitives ease the implementation of HA policies but the implementation of HA
policies for clusters is still quite complex: the algorithm has to be distributed to avoid any single
point of failure, the mechanism to execute the policy on compute nodes has to tolerate faults.
3.2 Mechanism for the Dynamic Plug of HA Policies
To allow the dynamic modification of the HA policy, without interruption of applications or system
services, the system needs to provide a mechanism to plug and unplug the policy inside the system.
For that a possible approach is to use a mechanism to dynamically load system components
(which implement the HA algorithm) based on a description mechanism to hide system details for
its use. Therefore, a new tool based on Kerrighed and kernel modules has been created. This tool is
composed by tree components (see Figure 1): (i) the XML description of the policy, (ii) the tool to
generate kernel modules from the XML description and (iii) the loader which loads generated kernel
modules. Thanks to this approach, to implement a new policy, the programmer can use a high level
toolkit which hides all technical points due to the implementation at the system level of the policy.
The only constraint for the developer is to program a distributed algorithm that is compliant with the
distributed architecture of the Kerrighed tool (there is no global configuration, the configuration is
only local; if the policy needs a global view of the cluster, the programmer has to implement it in
the algorithm, e.g., the diffusion of information about compute node has to be integrated in the HA
algorithm).
The XML description allows to ease the description of the policy thanks to a specific XML
schema.
Finally, technical details of the system programming are hidden.
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Figure 1: Mechanism for Hot Plug of Clustering Policies
4 Implementation Details
Kerrighed is already used as platform for the implementation of system policies adapted to appli-
cation needs, using a development framework. The development of a framework for HA policies
is composed of two parts: (i) the development of system mechanisms for HA (e.g. process check-
point/restart) and (ii) the development of of the framework itself to ease the programing of HA
policies.
4.1 Mechanisms for High Availability
Kerrighed provides various mechanisms for HA: process checkpoint even for processes that use
sockets or the Kerrighed’s distributed shared memory and process restart for the same kind of pro-
cesses. The process rollback is not yet finalized.
All these mechanisms are based on a single mechanism called ghost processes [17] (see Fig-
ure 2). This common mechanism allows to virtualize processes (the ghost process mechanism al-
Figure 2: Ghost Process Architecture
lows to create an image of a process that can be used to create a new clone process in the cluster
independently to the initial location of the process) and allows to specify which resource to use for
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the process virtualization. The current Kerrighed version allows for example to checkpoint/restart
process on disk and in memory.
4.2 Framework for the Implementation of HA Policies
The framework for the implementation of HA policies is partial: mechanisms for the dynamic plug
of HA policies is finished but the development kit is still in development.
4.2.1 Development Kit for HA Policies
The development kit for HA policies is not yet finalized. However, a framework for the development
of scheduling policies is available. This framework allows to ease the implementation of various
scheduling policies and provides a large set of primitives.
For HA policies, primitives for checkpoint/restart (but not for process rollback) and some primi-
tives for process synchronization (Kerrighed provides internal mechanisms for process synchroniza-
tion) are available. To ease the development of new policies, a GUI can be used by the programmer
(see Figure 3). The GUI provides primitives for HA policies but also a set of macro that hides sys-
Figure 3: Framework GUI for the Development of Clustering Policies
tem programing details. The code created using the GUI is then compiled in kernel modules. The
dynamic property of kernel modules allows to guarantee the possibility to plug/unplug a policy in
the system, and technical issues of system programming are hidden.
Primitives for the log of events to track DSM events and network events are not available. How-
ever, Kerrighed provides a mechanism for checkpoint/restart of MPI applications but this mechanism
has not been implemented thanks to the framework for HA policies.
Irisa
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4.2.2 Mechanism for the Dynamic Plug of HA Policies
Kerrighed provides a mechanism for the dynamic plug of system policies. This mechanism is cur-
rently used for the implementation of load balancing policies, which allows to dynamically change
the scheduling policy. This mechanism is used to load the global scheduler in Kerrighed.
The dynamic plug of system policies is based on the dynamic property of kernel modules: the
XML description allows to automatically generate a kernel module with can plug and unplug kernel
modules implementing the HA policy created using the development kit (GUI and primitives).
The mechanism is not yet used for an HA framework.
5 Conclusion
Today the literature provides a large set of different HA policies for various kind of applications.
Therefore, a framework for the implementation and the dynamic plug of HA policies is interesting.
SSI, thanks to mechanisms for global management of resources, is a good solution to provide
such a framework for the implementation of HA policies.
The development of this framework is still in development but a framework for the implemen-
tation of scheduling policies, very closed to the framework for the implementation of HA policies,
is already available. To have a complete framework for the implementation of HA policies, some
primitives are still missing but does not seam complex to implement.
The finally framework will ease the implementation of HA policies and Kerrighed will be a good
platform to evaluate and the compare of HA policies.
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